Classification of Reasons for Moving from Previous Location

MOVEFROMLOC V1.0

1 Social reasons
   11 Marriage / to live with partner
      111 Marriage / to live with a partner
   12 Breakdown of marriage / breakdown of relationship / separating from partner / to move away from former partner
      121 Breakdown of marriage / breakdown of relationship / separation from partner / to move away from former partner
   13 To move with other people who are moving
      131 To move with partner / to follow or accompany partner
      132 To move with parent(s)
      133 To move with other family member
      134 To move with other person/people
   14 To live with others
      141 To live with family
      142 To live with friends
   15 To live closer to others
      151 To live closer to family
      152 To live closer to friends
      153 To live closer to family and friends
   16 To move away from others
      161 To move away from family
      162 To move away from friends
      163 To move away from former spouse or partner
      164 To move away from other people n.e.c.
   17 To set up home independently
      171 To set up home independently
   19 Other social reasons
      191 Other social reasons

2 Education reasons
   21 Moved for own education
      211 Moved for own education
   22 Moved for other’s education, includes to be closer to school(s) or to other educational institution(s)
      221 Moved for partner’s education
      222 Moved for child’s education
      223 Moved for other person’s education
   23 Moved because education completed
      231 Moved because education completed
   29 Other educational reasons
      291 Other educational reasons

3 Employment reasons
   31 To start a new job
      311 To start a new job
   32 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
      321 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
   33 Transferred or relocated by employer
      331 Transferred or relocated by employer
   34 Lost job / retrenchment / redundancy / end of contract or seasonal employment
      341 Retrenchment / redundancy
      342 Employment contract ended
      343 Season ended / Seasonal employment ended
      344 Lost job for other reasons
35 To look for a job
   351 To look for a job
36 Moved for better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
   361 Moved for better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
37 To live closer to workplace
   371 To live closer to workplace
38 Retirement
   381 Retirement
39 Other employment or work related reasons
   391 Other employment or work related reasons

4 Economic reasons
41 Moved because previous dwelling was too costly / not affordable
   411 Rent increased
   412 Mortgage increased
   413 Other costs of previous dwelling are too high
   414 Moved because change in personal or economic circumstances meant dwelling was
       no longer affordable
42 Moved because wanted to upgrade to better housing
   421 Moved because wanted to upgrade to better housing
43 Purchased a dwelling / built a dwelling
   431 Moved from rental into own purchased dwelling
   432 Moved from rental into new dwelling built by / for respondent
44 Sold dwelling
   441 Sold dwelling and purchased another dwelling
   442 Sold dwelling and built new dwelling
   443 Sold dwelling and moved to rental
   444 Sold dwelling n.e.i.
45 Notice given by landlord / expiry of lease rental
   451 Notice given by landlord
   452 landlord sold the dwelling
   453 Expiry of lease or rental agreement
46 Because public housing e.g., state or council housing, became available
   461 Because public housing e.g., state or council housing, became available
47 Subsidised housing / other housing was provided by employer
   471 Subsidised housing / other housing was provided by employer
49 Other economic or financial reasons
   491 Other economic or financial reasons

5 Environment and Housing reasons
51 Housing
   511 Previous dwelling too small
   512 Previous dwelling too large
   513 Dissatisfied with condition of previous dwelling
   514 Dissatisfied with other characteristics of previous dwelling
   515 Dissatisfied with previous dwelling in general
   516 Dissatisfied with characteristics of previous section/land
   519 Other housing reasons
52 Environment
   521 Not satisfied with previous neighbourhood / neighbours
   522 Not satisfied with previous suburb / town / city / region
   523 Not satisfied with climate
   524 Personal or other's health reasons
   525 Not satisfied with availability of services and facilities / distance from services and
       facilities
   526 Not satisfied with previous lifestyle
527 Not satisfied with safety of environment
528 Not satisfied with natural environment
529 Other environmental reasons

9 Other reasons
  91 To travel
    911 To travel overseas / OE
    912 To travel within New Zealand
    913 To travel
  92 No particular reason
    921 No particular reason
  93 Wanted a change
    931 Wanted a change
  99 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
    991 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
    994 Don't know
    995 Refused to answer
    997 Response unidentifiable
    998 Response outside scope
    999 Not stated
Classification of Reasons for Moving to Location

MOVETOLOC V1.0

1 Social reasons
   11 Marriage / to live with partner
      111 Marriage / to live with partner
   13 Moved with other people who moved
      131 Moved with partner / followed partner
      132 Moved with parent(s)
      133 Moved with other family member(s)
      134 Moved with other person/people
   14 To live with others
      141 To live with family
      142 To live with friends
   15 To live closer to others
      151 To live closer to family
      152 To live closer to friends
      153 To live closer to family and friends
   16 To be away from others
      161 To be away from family
      162 To be away from friends
      163 To be away from former spouse or partner
      164 To be away from other people n.e.c.
   17 To set up home independently
      171 To set up home independently
   18 Social history
      181 Social history
   19 Other social reasons
      191 Other social reasons

2 Education reasons
   21 Moved for own education
      211 Moved for own education
   22 Moved for other's education (includes to be closer to school(s) or to other educational institution(s))
      221 Moved for partner's education
      222 Moved for child's education
      223 Moved for other person's education
   23 Moved because education completed
      231 Moved because education completed
   29 Other educational reasons
      291 Other educational reasons

3 Employment reasons
   31 To start a new job / season started
      311 To start a new job / season started
   32 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
      321 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
   33 Transferred or relocated by employer
      331 Transferred or relocated by employer
   35 To look for a job
      351 To look for a job
   36 Moved for better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
      361 Moved for better employment opportunities / career opportunities
4 Economic reasons

41 Moved to more affordable housing (cheaper to own / rent)
   411 Lower / more affordable rent
   412 More affordable / cheaper to buy dwelling
   413 Other housing costs are lower / more affordable
   414 Affordable housing

42 Moved to upgrade to better housing
   421 Moved to upgrade to better housing

43 Moved from rental to own purchased dwelling / built dwelling
   431 Moved from rental into own purchased dwelling
   432 Moved from rental into new dwelling built by / for respondent(s)

44 Moved from owned home to rental or new dwelling
   441 Moved from owned home to rental
   442 Moved from owned home into new dwelling built by / for respondent(s)

45 Notice given by landlord / expiry of lease rental
   451 Notice given by landlord / expiry of lease rental

46 Because public housing e.g., state or council housing, became available
   461 Because public housing e.g., state or council housing, became available

47 Moved to subsidised housing / other housing made available by employer
   471 Moved to subsidised housing / other housing made available by employer

49 Other economic or financial reasons
   491 Other economic or financial reasons

5 Environment and Housing reasons

51 Housing
   511 Moved to smaller dwelling
   512 Moved to larger dwelling
   513 Moved to dwelling in better condition
   514 Moved to dwelling that had other desired characteristics / features
   515 Moved to a more desirable dwelling in general
   516 Characteristics of the section/land
   519 Other housing reasons

52 Environment
   521 Moved to a more suitable neighbourhood / neighbours
   522 Moved to a more suitable suburb / town / city / region
   523 Moved to a better / more desirable climate
   524 Personal or other's health reasons
   525 Moved to a place with better services and facilities /
      better proximity to services and facilities
   526 Life style reasons
   527 Moved to safer environment
   528 Moved to a better natural environment
   529 Other environmental reasons

9 Other reasons

91 Returned from travel
   911 Returned from working/travelling overseas / OE
   912 Returned from travelling within New Zealand

92 No particular reason
921 No particular reason
93 Wanted a change
  931 Wanted a change
99 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
  991 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
  994 Don't know
  995 Refused to answer
  997 Response unidentifiable
  998 Response outside scope
  999 Not stated
Classification of Reasons for Not Moving

NOTMOVELOC V1.0

1 Social reasons for not moving
   11 Satisfied with social life / family life in current location
   111 Satisfied with social life / family life in current location
   12 Want to live with partner or close to partner
   121 Want to live with partner or close to partner
   13 Want/need to live with family or live close to family
   131 Want/need to live with family or live close to family
   14 Want to live with friends or live close to friends
   141 Want to live with friends or live close to friends
   15 Social history
   151 Social history
   16 Want to live with family and friends or live close to family and friends
   161 Want to live with family and friends or live close to family and friends
   19 Other social reasons
   191 Other social reasons

2 Education reasons for not moving
   21 Attending educational institution
   211 Attending educational institution
   22 Not moving because of other's education
   221 Not moving because of partner's education
   222 Not moving because of child's education
   223 Not moving because of other person's education
   23 Education not completed
   231 Education not completed
   29 Other educational reasons for not moving
   291 Other educational reasons for not moving

3 Employment reasons for not moving
   31 Satisfied with current job / income
   311 Satisfied with current job / income
   32 Promoted or opportunities for higher income exist in current location
   321 Promoted or opportunities for higher income exist in current location
   33 Transferred or relocated by employer
   331 Transferred or relocated by employer
   34 Lost job / retrenchment / redundancy / end of contract or seasonal employment
   341 Lost job / retrenchment / redundancy / end of contract or seasonal employment
   36 Satisfied with employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
   361 Satisfied with employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
   37 Current home is close to workplace
   371 Current home is close to workplace
   38 Retired/planning to retire
   381 Retired/planning to retire
   39 Other employment reasons
   391 Other employment reasons

4 Economic reasons for not moving
   41 Saving money to buy own dwelling
   411 Saving money to buy own dwelling
   42 Cannot afford to move
   421 Cannot afford to move
   43 Affordable housing in general
431 Affordable housing in general
44 Satisfied with current financial commitments
441 Satisfied with current financial commitments
46 Living in public housing e.g., a state house or council house
461 Living in public housing e.g., a state house or council house
47 Living in subsidised housing or other housing provided by employer
471 Living in subsidised housing or other housing provided by employer
49 Other economic or financial reasons
491 Other economic or financial reasons

5 Environmental and Housing reasons for not moving
51 Housing
511 Satisfied with size of current dwelling
513 Satisfied with condition of current dwelling
514 Satisfied with other characteristics of current dwelling
515 Satisfied with current dwelling in general
516 Satisfied with characteristics of current section/land
517 Renovating current dwelling
519 Other housing reasons

52 Environment
521 Satisfied with current neighbourhood / neighbours
522 Satisfied with suburb / town / city / region
523 Satisfied with climate
524 Personal or other's health reasons
525 Satisfied with availability / proximity of services and facilities
526 Satisfied with current lifestyle / quality of life
527 Satisfied with safety of environment
528 Satisfied with natural environment
529 Other environmental reasons

9 Other reasons for not moving
91 No reason to move
911 No reason to move
92 No particular reason
921 No particular reason
93 Do not want to change
931 Do not want to change
94 Happy in current dwelling / location
941 Happy in current dwelling / location
99 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
991 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
994 Don't know
995 Refused to answer
997 Response unidentifiable
998 Response outside scope
999 Not stated
Classification of Reasons for Moving to NZ

MOVETONZ V1.0

1 Social reasons for moving to NZ
   11 Marriage / to live with partner
      111 Marriage / to live with partner
   13 To move with other people who are moving
      131 To move with partner / to follow partner
      132 To move with parent(s)
      133 To move with other family member
      134 To move with other person / people
   14 To live with others
      141 To live with family
      142 To live with friends - excludes 110
   15 To live closer to others
      151 To live closer to family
      152 To live closer to friends
      153 to live closer to family and friends
   16 To move away from others
      161 To move away from family
      162 To move away from friends
      163 To move away from former spouse or partner - excludes 120
      169 To move away from other people
   17 Friendly people / relaxed pace of life
      171 Friendly people / relaxed pace of life
   18 Wanted to raise children in NZ
      181 Wanted to raise children in NZ
   19 Other social reasons
      191 Other social reasons

2 Education reasons for moving to NZ
   21 Came to NZ for own education
      211 Came to NZ for own education
   22 Came to NZ for other's education
      221 Came to NZ for partner's education
      222 Came to NZ for child's education
      223 Came to NZ for other person's education
   23 Came to NZ because education completed
      231 Came to NZ because education completed
   29 Came to NZ for other educational reasons
      291 Came to NZ for other educational reasons

3 Employment reasons for moving to NZ
   31 To start a new job
      311 To start a new job
   32 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
      321 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
   33 Transferred or relocated by employer
      331 Transferred or relocated by employer
   34 Lost job / retrenchment / redundancy / end of contract or seasonal employment
      341 Retrenchment / redundancy
      342 Employment contract ended
      343 Season ended / Seasonal employment ended
      344 Lost job for other reasons
   35 To look for a job
      351 To look for a job
36 Better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
   361 Better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities

38 Retirement
   381 Retirement

39 Other employment or work related reasons
   391 Other employment or work related reasons

4 Economic reasons for moving to NZ
   41 Housing is affordable to own / rent
      411 Housing is affordable to own / rent

   42 Attractive economic conditions or opportunities in NZ
      421 Attractive economic conditions or opportunities in NZ

   46 Availability of public housing in NZ, i.e., state / council housing
      461 Availability of public housing in NZ, i.e., state / council housing

   48 Good social / health services
      481 Good social / health services

   49 Other economic or financial reasons
      491 Other economic or financial reasons

5 Housing and Environmental Reasons for moving to NZ
   51 Housing
      518 Good housing / quality of housing in NZ
      519 Other housing reasons

   52 Environment
      521 Dissatisfied with environment in country last lived in
      522 Small population
      523 Climate
      524 Personal or other's health reasons
      525 Good provision of facilities and infrastructure
      526 Clean green environment / beauty of environment
      527 Lifestyle / quality of life
      528 Recreation and leisure activities available
      529 Other environmental reasons

6 Political / cultural reasons for moving to NZ
   61 Safety from crime and violence
      611 Safety from crime and violence

   62 Safety from war / poverty
      621 Safety from war / poverty

   63 Freedom from inter-racial, ethnic or religious tensions
      631 Freedom from inter-racial, ethnic or religious tensions

   64 Seeking political stability
      641 Seeking political stability

   65 Freedom
      651 Freedom

   66 Refugee
      661 Refugee

   67 Freedom from lack of corruption
      671 Freedom from lack of corruption

   68 Cultural environment in NZ
      681 Cultural environment in NZ

   69 Other political / cultural reasons
      691 Other political / cultural reasons

9 Other reasons for moving to NZ
   91 Returning to New Zealand
      911 Returning to New Zealand
92 Visiting New Zealand long term
   921 Visiting New Zealand long term
93 Wanted a change
   931 Wanted a change
99 Other reasons not further defined
   991 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
   994 Don't know
   995 Refused to answer
   997 Response unidentifiable
   998 Response outside scope
   999 Not stated
Classification of Reasons for Planning to Move from Location

PLANMOVEFROM V1.0

1 Social reasons for moving in the future
   11 Marriage / to live with partner
      111 Marriage / to live with a partner
   12 Breakdown of marriage / breakdown of relationship / separating from partner / to move away from former partner
      121 Breakdown of marriage / breakdown of relationship / away from former partner separating from partner / to move
   13 To move with other people who are moving
      131 To move with partner / to follow or accompany partner
      132 To move with parent(s)
      133 To move with other family member
      134 To move with other person/people
   14 To live with others
      141 To live with family
      142 To live with friends
   15 To live closer to others
      151 To live closer to family
      152 To live closer to friends
      153 To live closer to family and friends
   16 To move away from others
      161 To move away from family
      162 To move away from friends
      163 To move away from former spouse or partner
      164 To move away from other people n.e.i.
   17 To set up home independently
      171 To set up home independently
   19 Other social reasons
      191 Other social reasons

2 Education reasons for moving in the future
   21 For own education
      211 For own education
   22 For other's education - includes to be closer to school(s) or to other educational institution(s)
      221 For partner's education
      222 For child's education
      223 For other person's education
   23 Because education will be completed
      231 Because education will be completed
   29 Other educational reasons
      291 Other educational reasons

3 Employment reasons for moving in the future
   31 To start a new job
      311 To start a new job
   32 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
      321 To take up a promotion or an opportunity for higher income
   33 Will be transferred or relocated by employer
      331 Will be transferred or relocated by employer
   34 Lost or will lose job / retrenchment / redundancy / end of contract or seasonal employment
      341 Retrenchment/redundancy
      342 Employment contract will end
      343 Seasonal employment
      344 Lost or will lose job for other reasons
35 To look for a job
  351 To look for a job
36 Moving for better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
  361 Moving for better employment opportunities / career opportunities / business opportunities
37 To live closer to workplace
  371 To live closer to workplace
38 Retirement
  381 Retirement
39 Other employment reasons
  391 Other employment reasons

4 Economic reasons for moving in the future
41 Current dwelling is too costly / not affordable
  411 Rent increased / to be increased
  412 Mortgage increased / to be increased
  413 Other costs of current dwelling are too high
  414 Will move because change in personal or economic circumstances means that current dwelling is no longer affordable
42 Want to upgrade to better housing
  421 Want to upgrade to better housing
43 Will purchase (or already purchased) a dwelling / build a dwelling
  431 Will move from rental into own purchased dwelling
  432 Will move from rental into new dwelling built by / for respondent
44 Will sell / sold dwelling
  441 Will sell / sold dwelling and purchase another dwelling
  442 Will sell / sold dwelling and build new dwelling
  443 Will sell / sold dwelling and move to rental
  444 Will sell / sold dwelling n.e.i.
45 Notice given by landlord / expiry of lease rental
  451 Notice given by landlord
  452 landlord will sell / has sold the dwelling
  453 Expiry of lease or rental agreement
46 Public housing e.g., state or council housing may / will become available
  461 Public housing e.g., state or council housing may / will become available
47 Subsidised housing / other housing may or will be provided by employer
  471 Subsidised housing / other housing may or will be provided by employer
49 Other economic or financial reasons
  491 Other economic or financial reasons

5 Housing and Environment reasons for moving in the future
51 Housing
  511 Current dwelling too small
  512 Current dwelling too large
  513 Dissatisfied with condition of current dwelling
  514 Dissatisfied with other characteristics of current dwelling
  515 Dissatisfied with current dwelling in general
  516 Dissatisfied with characteristics of current section/land
  519 Other housing reasons
52 Environment
  521 Not satisfied with current neighbourhood / neighbours
  522 Not satisfied with current suburb / town / city / region
  523 Not satisfied with climate
  524 Personal or other's health reasons
  525 Not satisfied with availability of services and facilities / distance from services and facilities
526 Not satisfied with previous lifestyle
527 Not satisfied with safety of environment
528 Not satisfied with natural environment
529 Other environmental reasons

9 Other reasons for moving in the future
91 To travel
   911 To travel overseas / OE
   912 To travel within New Zealand
   913 To travel
92 No particular reason
   921 No particular reason
93 Want a change
   931 Want a change
99 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
   991 Other reasons not elsewhere classified
   994 Don't know
   995 Refused to answer
   997 Response unidentifiable
   998 Response outside scope
   999 Not stated